
JOINT BUDGET COMMITTEE, 200 EAST 14TH AVE., 3RD FLOOR, DENVER, CO  80203 

  
TO Joint Budget Committee Members 

FROM Vance Roper, JBC Staff (303-866-3147) 
DATE January 17, 2018 
SUBJECT Unclaimed Property Program Legislative Options Addendum  

 

This memorandum is an addendum to the original memorandum on legislative options for the 
Unclaimed Property Program (UPP). Below is a further discussion of options and staff 
recommendations on a legislative solution. The memorandum starts with the original legislative 
options, including the pros and cons for each item discussed. This is followed by the staff 
recommendation and analysis.  
 
Legislative Options 
Multiple options exist to deal with the unfunded liability in the Unclaimed Property Trust Fund 
(UPTF). Several of these options are presented below. None of these options are mutually exclusive 
and a combination of these options may provide the greatest reduction in the unfunded liability. The 
options are discussed in further detail below.  
  
Option 1 - Change the funding source of the Adult Dental Program 
The Adult Dental Program is funded through the UPTF. If another funding source was found for the 
Adult Dental Program, the unfunded liability largely stabilizes. The unfunded liability at the end of the 
twenty-year projection is $487 million, which is roughly $28 million lower than the current unfunded 
liability.  
 
The Adult Dental Program is a major driver of the unfunded liability. Changing the funding source 
has a positive aspect of removing the burden on the UPTF. However, the negative aspect of this 
option is having to fund an additional funding source to cover the costs of the program. 
 
Option 2 - Repay the UPTF from GF* 
*This option assumes the UPTF does not transfer funds to the Adult Dental Program 

Another option is to repay the Unclaimed Property Trust Fund from the General Fund. The 
repayment can be stretched out over multiple years to limit the impact. Using the same twenty-year 
period as the projections above, the annual cost to repay the UPTF is $25 million. If that timeframe 
was stretch to thirty years, the annual cost to repay the UPTF is $17 million.  
 
The main negative to this option is the funding source of General Fund. The state has many priorities 
for the use of General Fund and this may not be a priority for the committee or General Assembly.  
 
Option 3 - Remove ability to claim all property after set amount of years 
A different option is to remove the ability to claim any property from the program after a certain 
number of years. These funds can then be redirected to pay down the unfunded liability. For example, 
statutes could be changed to remove the ability to claim property after 20 years. Looking at historical 
payouts, at the twenty-year mark claims are paid at a rate of 0.4%. Using the twenty-year mark could 
present a situation where few individuals are effected by the change, but where the unfunded liability 
can be reduced over time.  
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This option had similar negatives to the other options that reduce claimable value. The negative aspect 
of this option is that it ultimately removes the ability for claimants to retrieve unclaimed property. 
Staff also had concern with property being worth full value one day and being worthless the next. The 
positive aspect of this option is that it reduces the unfunded liability of the program. 
 
Option 4 - Remove ability to claim certain property after a set amount of years 
The above option can be tweaked to remove the ability to claim certain property from the program 
on a tiered basis. In this option, the ability to claim property could be tiered into ten years, twenty 
years, and so on. Items such as un-used gift cards or airline tickets could be in the ten-year tier while 
tangible property could be in a higher tier. Below is the payout percentages from year ten through year 
twenty as a reference for determining tiered years.    
 

YEAR CLAIM PAYOUT PERCENT 

10 0.08 

11 0.09 

12 0.07 

13 0.07 

14 0.06 

15 0.07 

16 1.30 

17 0.04 

18 0.04 

19 0.03 

20 0.04 

 
This was the least favored option for staff during the analysis of the options. It has the same negative 
as the other options for removing claimants ability to claim property, it just breaks this ability off into 
different years. Staff believed this option was needlessly complicated, which could inject risk and 
inefficiencies. The same result could be obtained with the other options staff presented. The positive 
aspect is that this option reduces the unfunded liability of the program. 
 
Option 5 - Percentage reduction at specific intervals  
This option is another twist on the two options presented above. This reduces the percentage of 
property that could be claimed at specific intervals with the remainder of those funds being used to 
reduce the unfunded liability. For example, the ability to claim property could be broken down to: 

 5 years  Property owner can claim 85 percent of value; 

 10 years  Property owner can claim 50 percent of value; 

 15 years  Property owner can claim 25 percent of value; 

 20 years  Property owner can claim 15 percent of value; and 

 25 years  No value can be claimed by property owner.  
 
The total payout for claims at the above intervals are contained in the table below. At the five year 
mark, nearly 77% of claims remain unclaimed. At year ten that number drops to 69% of claims remain 
unclaimed and by year twenty, 62% of claims remain unclaimed. Below is a table with cumulative 
payouts in five-year intervals beginning at year five as a reference in determining the remaining 
claimable value.  
 

YEAR 
TOTAL CLAIM PAYOUT 

PERCENT 

5 23.3 
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10 31.1 

15 34.6 

20 37.6 

 
 
This option has similar negatives to the other options that reduce claimable value. The negative aspect 
of this option is that it ultimately removes the ability for claimants to retrieve unclaimed property. The 
positive aspect is that this option reduces the unfunded liability of the program.   
 
Option 6 - Remove interest paid to claimants of unclaimed property 
The final option presented is the removal of interest paid to claimants on unclaimed property. The 
hearing responses from the Department discussed the six percent interest that can be paid on the 
property. The removal of this paid interest would help reduce the unfunded liability. 
 
This option has the positive aspect of directing more money towards the unfunded liability. The 
negative aspect of this option is that it removes the interest the claimant would have received.  
 
Staff Recommendation 
The UPP and the UPTF is a multi-faceted issue with many complexities. The fund has an unfunded 
liability of roughly $560 million, the Adult Dental Program receives $35 million from the fund 
annually, and the operation of the fund has its own annual expenses. Staff’s recommendation contains 
several of the options listed above. The combination of these options should have the intended effect 
of reducing the unfunded liability of the Unclaimed Property Trust Fund (UPTF) and reduce the 
potential General Fund burden for the Adult Dental Program.  
 
The first recommendation is to remove interest paid to claimants on property held in the unclaimed 
property program. This interest could then be applied to the unfunded liability in the program, and 
once that was paid off, could move to fund legislative priorities.   
 
The next recommendation is to “lock” the UPTF to prevent future spending from the fund. In tandem 
with this, staff recommends creating a cash fund to store funds from property that is no longer 
claimable in the UPP. Any usable funds can be transferred to the cash fund (which carries a TABOR 
impact) and funding can be appropriated from that fund (which includes fund expenses, Adult Dental, 
and any other items identified by the General Assembly). This addresses the concern raised by many 
members that the rhetoric (only the fund interest was being spent) did not match the reality (that 
principle and interest were being spent). This also takes the spending from the fund off autopilot by 
requiring legislative appropriations for all items that use the newly created cash fund.   
 
The final recommendation is to reduce the value of the property contained in the UPTF by certain 
percentages in five-year increments. These increments are: 

 5 years  Property owner can claim 85 percent of value; 

 10 years  Property owner can claim 50 percent of value; 

 15 years  Property owner can claim 25 percent of value; 

 20 years  Property owner can claim 15 percent of value; and 

 25 years  No value can be claimed by property owner.  
Of note, in this option both checking accounts and savings account value reduction does not start 
until the ten-year mark. In addition, tangible items are excluded from the percentage value loss, but 
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can be sold after twenty years for the value of the item with those funds becoming available for 
repayment of the unfunded liability or for legislative priorities once the liability is paid off.  
 
The results of this recommendation can be seen in the tables below. An Important aspect to note: 
these numbers are ROUGH numbers arrived through general calculations and should not be 
viewed as actual amounts. However, the overall concept and values should hold true over the span 
of the analysis (30 years). The results of this recommendation can be seen in the tables that follow. 
Finally, all property under $500 (excluding the items mentioned in this paragraph) loses its value at 
the ten year mark.  
 
The first table is the UPTF Unclaimable Property Projections. This table represents the base funding and 
payment calculations of this recommendation. While the actual numbers may vary depending on the 
type of property that was received in any given year, the ultimate dollar amounts should hold true.  
 

UPTF Unclaimable Property Projections 

Year 
 Revenue with 

Variance of 14%  
 Unfunded Liability 

Payment  
 Fund 

Expenses  
 Adult Dental   Balance  

2018 $58,460,820  ($20,000,000) ($2,448,000) ($23,000,000) $13,012,820  

2019 42,281,737  (20,000,000) (2,496,960) (23,000,000) 9,797,597  

2020 43,731,004  (20,000,000) (2,546,899) (23,000,000) 7,981,702  

2021 42,687,658  (20,000,000) (2,597,837) (23,000,000) 5,071,522  

2022 56,924,578  (20,000,000) (2,649,794) (23,000,000) 16,346,306  

2023 40,151,530  (20,000,000) (2,702,790) (23,000,000) 10,795,046  

2024 39,573,077  (20,000,000) (2,756,846) (23,000,000) 4,611,278  

2025 40,173,677  (20,000,000) (2,811,983) (23,000,000) (1,027,028) 

2026 42,568,531  (20,000,000) (2,868,222) (23,000,000) (4,326,718) 

2027 48,324,523  (20,000,000) (2,925,587) (23,000,000) (1,927,782) 

2028 46,650,395  (20,000,000) (2,984,098) (23,000,000) (1,261,486) 

2029 47,968,929  (20,000,000) (3,043,780) (23,000,000) 663,663  

2030 49,259,842  (20,000,000) (3,104,656) (23,000,000) 3,818,849  

2031* 46,954,444  (20,000,000) (3,166,749) (23,000,000) 4,606,543  

2032* 46,954,444  (20,000,000) (3,230,084) (23,000,000) 5,330,903  

2033* 46,954,444  (20,000,000) (3,294,686) (23,000,000) 5,990,662  

2034* 46,954,444  (20,000,000) (3,360,579) (23,000,000) 6,584,526  

2035* 46,954,444  (20,000,000) (3,427,791) (23,000,000) 7,111,179  

2036* 46,954,444  (20,000,000) (3,496,347) (23,000,000) 7,569,276  

2037* 46,954,444  (20,000,000) (3,566,274) (23,000,000) 7,957,446  

2038* 46,954,444  (20,000,000) (3,637,599) (23,000,000) 8,274,291  

2039* 46,954,444  (20,000,000) (3,710,351) (23,000,000) 8,518,384  

2040* 46,954,444  (20,000,000) (3,784,558) (23,000,000) 8,688,269  

2041* 46,954,444  (20,000,000) (3,860,249) (23,000,000) 8,782,464  

2042* 46,954,444  (20,000,000) (3,937,454) (23,000,000) 8,799,453  

2043* 46,954,444  (20,000,000) (4,016,203) (23,000,000) 8,737,694  

2044* 46,954,444  (20,000,000) (4,096,528) (23,000,000) 8,595,610  

2045* 46,954,444  (20,000,000) (4,178,458) (23,000,000) 8,371,596  

2046* 46,954,444  0  (4,262,027) (23,000,000) 28,064,013  

2047* 46,954,444  0  (4,347,268) (23,000,000) 47,671,189  

*These years used projected revenue based on a five year average 

 
The next table is the Unfunded Liability Payment Schedule. Staff used a thirty-year payoff plan as part of 
the recommendation due to the large amount of the unfunded liability. This current payoff schedule 
would have the unfunded liability paid in 28 years, which could be shorter when interest earned on 
the fund and any excess balance in the fund (as seen above) is applied to the liability.  
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Unfunded Liability Payment Schedule 

Year  Payment   Unfunded Liability   

2018 ($20,000,000) $540,000,000  

2019 (20,000,000) 520,000,000  

2020 (20,000,000) 500,000,000  

2021 (20,000,000) 480,000,000  

2022 (20,000,000) 460,000,000  

2023 (20,000,000) 440,000,000  

2024 (20,000,000) 420,000,000  

2025 (20,000,000) 400,000,000  

2026 (20,000,000) 380,000,000  

2027 (20,000,000) 360,000,000  

2028 (20,000,000) 340,000,000  

2029 (20,000,000) 320,000,000  

2030 (20,000,000) 300,000,000  

2031 (20,000,000) 280,000,000  

2032 (20,000,000) 260,000,000  

2033 (20,000,000) 240,000,000  

2034 (20,000,000) 220,000,000  

2035 (20,000,000) 200,000,000  

2036 (20,000,000) 180,000,000  

2037 (20,000,000) 160,000,000  

2038 (20,000,000) 140,000,000  

2039 (20,000,000) 120,000,000  

2040 (20,000,000) 100,000,000  

2041 (20,000,000) 80,000,000  

2042 (20,000,000) 60,000,000  

2043 (20,000,000) 40,000,000  

2044 (20,000,000) 20,000,000  

2045 (20,000,000) 0  

2046                                            -                                             -    

2047                                            -                                             -    

 
The last table, Adult Dental Funding Projections, highlights the funding for the Adult Dental Program. 
Staff attempted to reduce the General Fund impact of the program (assuming this would be the source 
of new funding). This was done by extending the unfunded liability payment schedule over 30 years. 
While this could be viewed as “robbing Peter to pay Paul,” in this scenario both Peter and Paul are 
made whole in the end as the liability is eliminated and the General Fund impact is reduced. The newly 
created cash fund would appropriate $23 million to the Adult Dental Program. The remaining $12 
million (based on current funding) would come from the General Fund.  
 

Adult Dental Funding Projections 

Year  Adult Dental Costs   New Cash Fund   Difference  

2018 $35,000,000  ($23,000,000) $12,000,000  

2019 35,000,000  (23,000,000) 12,000,000  

2020 35,000,000  (23,000,000) 12,000,000  

2021 35,000,000  (23,000,000) 12,000,000  

2022 35,000,000  (23,000,000) 12,000,000  

 
 
The combination of these changes should stabilize the UPTF, eliminate the unfunded liability, and 
reduce the burden on the General Fund for the Adult Dental Program.  
 


